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This is Hallal Music's 16th worship record. Hallal, with their vocal-driven and harmonic style, has been

teaching churches new worship songs for more than 20 years. 16 MP3 Songs in this album (57:56) !

Related styles: SPIRITUAL: Praise  Worship, SPIRITUAL: Contemporary Christian Details: Mission

Helping people experience the presence and power of God through music, media and other worship

resources. Hallal comes from the Hebrew word halal, which means to shine, flash forth light, praise, boast

and glory. It is a word that defines praise to God with full abandon and great excitement - the heart of

Hallal Music. Victor Hugo, a French poet and playwright, once said, Music expresses that which cannot

be said and on which it is impossible to be silent. Throughout the Bible, music is a natural response when

people seek and celebrate God. Hallal Worship is dedicated to helping people more deeply experience

His power and presence. Through songs, we are given the words our hearts ache to express to an

incredible Savior. In addition to serving as Executive Director for Hallal, Ken Young also directs the

worship ministry at the Fourth Avenue church in Franklin. TN. His wife, Marca, serves as the Office

Manager for Hallal. Cole, their son, works with Hallal as the Director of Operations, and is also on the

Worship Staff at Fourth Avenue. Coles wife, Allyson, volunteers as the Director of Hallals new

International Ministries. Kelci, Ken and Marcas daughter, and her husband, Anthony, live in Knoxville

where he is attending law school. Kelci continues to make time to sing, record and write with Hallal while

Anthony serves on the media team. From the beginning of this ministry, the Young family has enjoyed

serving together. In addition to ministry in the states, doors continue to be opened in other countries

where music from Hallal has had an impact on lives for Christ. After leading worship for the World

Christian Convention in 2008, Hallal has been invited to lead again for the same convention in South

America in 2012. In November of 2008, Cole and Allyson led their first worship training conference in
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Costa Rica. Plans are under consideration to have similar conferences in other countries such as the

Philippines and Thailand. Songs from Hallals catalog have been translated in at least 5 languages. Music

is opening doors of ministry in many countries - doors that would otherwise be more difficult to enter.

Hallal seeks to use these opportunities to strengthen leaders and new believers. The new website for

hallalworshipwill soon be launched. It will help make music available instantly all over the world. Just

imagine, a new song can be written and arranged on Monday, recorded on Tuesday and shared with

someone in Africa by Wednesday. People will be able to download any song in our catalogue of now

almost 400 selections. An increasing number of songs will be available in both acappella and instrumental

formats. There will also be a growing number of resources for worship leaders - videos, song search,

congregational and choral arrangements, and different translations just to name a few. With His blessings

and the ongoing support of many friends, Hallal will continue to provide worship resources and

experiences that help people express their adoration for an awesome God.
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